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Abstract— In this contribution, a prototype for semiautomatic computer-aided planning and reconstruction of
cranial 3D Implants is presented. The software prototype guides
the user through the workflow, beginning with loading and
mirroring the patient’s head to obtain an initial curvature of the
cranial implant. However, naïve mirroring is not sufficient for
an implant, because human heads are in general too asymmetric.
Thus, the user can perform Laplacian smoothing, followed by
Delaunay triangulation, for generating an aesthetic looking and
well-fitting implant. Finally, our software prototype allows to
save the designed 3D model of the implant as a STL-file for 3D
printing. The 3D printed implant can be used for further preinterventional planning or even as the final implant for the
patient. In summary, our findings show that a customized
MeVisLab prototype can be an alternative to complex
commercial planning software, which may not be available in a
clinic.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cranioplasty is among the oldest surgical procedures and
trauma, infections, tumors and compression caused by brain
edema are some of the reasons for the removal of bone [1].
However, the reconstruction becomes difficult, if the defect is
large and located in the fronto-orbital region, which is an area
requiring aesthetic considerations. Thus, good preoperative
evaluation, surgical planning and preparation, and accurate
restoration of the anatomical contours are mandatory for a
satisfactory outcome [2]. Computer-aided planning of cranial
3D implants has gained importance during the last decade due
to the limited time in clinical routine, especially in emergency
cases and to avoid complications [3]. But, state-of-the-art
techniques are still quiet time consuming due to a low level
approach. Generally speaking, CT scans are used to design an
implant, often using non-medical software, which is not really
appropriate. As a result, neurosurgeons spend hours with
tedious low level operations on polygonal meshes for
designing a satisfactory 3D implant. Commercial implant
modeling software [4], like MIMICS, Biobuild or 3D-Doctor,
is not always available, but if it is, using such software can be
very complex.
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In this paper, an alternative software allowing fast, semiautomatic planning of cranial 3D implants under MeVisLab
[5], [6] is presented. Overall, the introduced method uses nondefected areas of the patient’s skull as a template for
generating an aesthetic looking and well-fitting implant. This
is accomplished by mirroring the skull itself and fitting it – at
least partly – manually into the defected area. By further
marking the defect’s boundaries and the surface of the
mirrored template in the defected area, the implants shape is
defined. Similar methods have been proposed before [7],
however our approach enhances the template with automatic
application of Laplacian smoothing [8] and Delaunay
triangulation [9], giving the implant a better fitting shape.
Others working in the area of computer-aided cranial
implant design are Lee et al. [10], who present a custom
implant design case for an 8-year-old boy with a large cranial
defect. The raw cranial CT data of the patient was translated
into a stereolithography format using a computer-aided
design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) interface
software. However, they do not state which CAD/CAM
software, they used or describe it in detail. Van der Meer et al.
[11] demonstrate the digital planning of cranial implants for
the reconstruction of defects in the skull. The time-consuming
workflow includes the usage of a generic industrial software
which provides automated procedures and functions like “fill
holes” and “curvature-based filling”, which have been used to
design the implant. Chulvi et al. [12] introduce the automated
design of customized implants by linking two computer
prototypes. The core of the model is the Knowledge Based
System technology, which is able to store and manage medical
data, as well as designer knowledge, in order to use this
information in the implant design process. The research is
based on the previous study of existing software, like
MIMICS, 3D Slicer [13]-[15], ImLib3D, MITK, OsiriX and
the Visualization Toolkit. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no work that has studied the computeraided planning of cranial 3D implants with MeVisLab.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
details of the proposed algorithm. Section III discusses the
results of our experiments. Section IV concludes the paper and
outlines areas for future research.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Data Acquisition
Scans of patients with cranial defects, provided by the coauthors Xing Li and Xiaojun Chen in STL-file format were
used for planning the cranial implants. The defects range from
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Fig. 1. Network generated in MeVisLab, dashed lines indicate alternate use depending on where the markers are set (original or mirrored object/skull),
separated in four big groups: left – loading and modifying original object, middle/left – loading and modifying mirrored object/skull including mirroring,
middle/right – performing marker operations like setting, smoothing, etc., right – vtk environment including Delaunay triangulation.

bigger affected areas to smaller ones on several sites. All data
sets have been selected retrospectively and anonymized by
removing facial characteristics using cutting planes.
Furthermore, the cranial defect datasets are freely available
online (please cite this paper if you use these in your work):
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303371734_Cranial_Defect_Datasets

B. Software
As cranial implant planning software, a custom data-flow
network was set up under MeVisLab (medical image
processing and scientific visualization, www.mevislab.de).
MeVisLab is a software framework allowing medical image
processing and visualization, which has been used for a
variety of applications, like centerline extraction [16], stent
simulation [17]-[21], boundary estimation of fiber bundles
[22] in the brain [23]-[25], Endoleak detection [26], [27] of
aortic aneurysms [28] or various segmentation tasks [29][42]. The software can combine a wide variety of existing
modules, such as loading, processing and visualizing of
medical image data, into a dataflow network, and can be
extended in C++. In Figure 1, the overall network of our
application is shown, where each block represents a module.
Different colors represent types of modules: Blue stands for
ML modules, which process large voxel datasets. Green
marks Open Inventor modules, working with 3D scene
graphs. Brown modules are Macro combining other module
types. Modules can be concatenated with two types of
connections: Undirected lines represent data flow and
directed indicate a parameter connection. Data connections

require outputs and input of the same type - squares for base
objects (data structures), triangles for ML images and semicircles for Inventor scenes.
C. Processing Pipeline
We use the healthy side of the cranium as a template for the
implant construction. Therefore, the patient dataset is loaded
twice, one of the copies is mirrored (Figure 1. middle/left
group). However, if the defect is located near the center of the
cranial bone, mirroring can lead to an unsatisfying result. In
such cases a standard geometrical shape, like a sphere, may
be used instead of the mirrored skull. In addition, it is
necessary to have a view from the outside as well as from the
inside onto the defected area for the planning process. Thus,
we created a module network generating a cutting plane for
both the original and the mirrored skull (Figure 1.
SoPlaneDraggers), enabling the user to cut the object with an
arbitrary 3D plane. Next, markers are set manually, beginning
with so-called edge markers on the defective border of the
original skull. Afterwards, we set the surface markers, which
fit the mirrored object into the defect area. This is done for
both sides, the inside and the outside edges and surfaces, to
define the shape of the implant (Figure 1. middle/right group).
It is important to distinguish between the four types of
markers (inside, outside, edge and surface) for further
smoothing. The list of markers serves as input for the
triangulation module. This module uses the markers to
automatically generate a triangular mesh by using Delaunay
triangulation.
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Due to the asymmetry of the human skull, rough edges may
be present in the generated mesh, since the mirrored object is
just a template and will never fit perfectly into the defective
area. Therefore, the triangulated mesh can be enhanced by the
user via Laplacian smoothing (Figure 1. smoother module),
which is applied automatically according to the user set
parameters.
D. Smoother Module
A ML-module was set up using one input, one output and
two field-variables serving as user input. The x-parameter sets
up the radius in which a neighbor node may lie, and the yparameter defines the weights of the border nodes. The
surrounding structure is set up automatically. Using a list of
markers as input, the algorithm calculates a new position for
each node based on Laplacian smoothing:
𝑁

𝑥⃑𝑖 =

1
∑ 𝑥⃑𝑗
𝑁

(1)

𝑗=1

In equation 1, N is the number of adjacent nodes to node i
in the given radius, set by the x parameter; xj is the position of
the jth adjacent node, and xi is the new position for node i. We
introduce two improvements over basic Laplacian smoothing:
First, we use the x-parameter to restrict markers to a userdefined radius. Second, border markers are set as immutable
markers, which cannot be moved in the calculation, since they
are already placed on the border. By applying a weight to
these immutable markers, they constrain the calculations.
E. Smoother Algorithm
Finally, in Figure 2, the overall flowchart of the main
smoothing algorithm is shown. It starts with accessing all
markers of the input marker list and ends with the calculation
of the new and smoothed position for a current node.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the smoothing algorithm based on the C++ code
where blue boxes are object types, green diamonds represent test
expression and orange boxes show processing steps.

III. RESULTS
The overall planning time for a sufficient cranial 3D
implant could be reduced to less than thirty minutes for the
most cases. In contrast, our clinical partners who shift vertex
per vertex of a geometrical form into position using noncommercial but unappropriated software like the 3D
computer graphics software Blender, reported a planning time
of three hours. Skull mirroring, marker setting and the

smoothing was integrated into a user-friendly planning
prototype, which was found easy to use and much faster than
the non-medical modelling software applications used by our
clinical partners. The planning of a 3D implant with our
prototype took a new user less than thirty minutes, while the
first author was even able to obtain a similar result in about
twelve minutes.

Fig. 3. Stepwise result during the implant generation process in a clinical case with a cranial defect on the left side. Left: Original skull (white)
overlapped with the mirrored one (green); Middle: Set markers, border markers in green and surface markers in magenta; Right: Final and smoothed
implant (green).
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Fig. 5. Result of a clinical case with a large and more complex cranial
defect on right-front side (upper-left). Due to the complex form the
unsmoothed implant (lower-left) results in a well-fitting but not
aesthetic looking result (indicated with the red arrow). However,
applying the smoothing algorithm results in a more suitable form (right
side).

Fig. 4. Result of an unsmoothed (left) and smoothed (right) clinical
case with a large cranial defect on the left side. Perceptible is the clear
improvement of the surface indicated through the red arrow and the
overall result showing a well-fitting and aesthetic looking implant.

Figure 3. shows the results during the three big steps of the
implant generation process of a clinical case with a large
cranial defect on the left side. In Figure 4. the different results,
smoothed and unsmoothed of the same case are investigated.
In general, the outcomes show a well-fitting 3D implant on
the outer as well as on the inner surface. However, the result
of an additional Laplacian smoothing is shown on the right
side (red arrow). An additionally tweaking on the vertex level
is not necessary, because markers can directly be placed on
existing surfaces (note: single markers may be manipulated
individually as fallback option). Further, in Figure 5. another
clinical, more complex, case is shown. Summarized, the
proposed software tool enables surgeons to generate a wellfitting implant which is able to be generated within several
minutes, also improving the user’s experience and reducing
time consumption, compared to the other methods. Yet, the
software was not tested in clinical trials but with the
mentioned advantages the tool could be an alternative to
commercial software not available at a clinic.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this publication, the semi-automatic planning of cranial
3D Implants under MeVisLab has been introduced. Therefore,
we presented a MeVisLab prototype consisting of a
customized data-flow network. As a result, we demonstrated
that MeVisLab could be an alternative to complex commercial
planning software which may also not be available in a clinic.
The software prototype guides the user through the workflow
beginning with loading and mirroring the patients head for an
initial curvature of the cranial implant. However, pure
mirroring is not sufficient for an implant, because human
heads are in general too asymmetric. Thus, the user can
perform afterwards Laplacian smoothing, followed by
Delaunay triangulation for generating an aesthetic looking and
well-fitting implant. Finally, our software prototype allows to
save the designed 3D model of the implant as a STL-file for

3D printing. The 3D printed implant can be used for further
pre-interventional planning or even as the real implant for the
patient [43]. In conclusion, the achieved highlights of this
publication are:


Successful planning and reconstruction of cranial 3D
implants under MeVisLab;



Skull mirroring for an initial curvature of the implant
for the defect restoration;



Additional interactive smoothing and triangulation
for an aesthetic looking and well-fitting implant;



Evaluation with real patient CT data from the clinical
routine;



Exporting of the 3D implant as STL-file for 3D
printing.

There are several areas for future work, for example a
comparison with commercial and open-source [1] software.
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